REFERENCE DETAIL:

PAC ECO VENTED FASCIA

24 GA. (.65 mm) GALVANIZED ROOF FLANGE

ROOF FLANGE DESIGNED TO FIT 2/12 TO 12/12 ROOF PITCH

FACTORY INSTALLED VERTICAL "Z" BRACKETS
12" (305 mm) O.C.

24 GA. (.65 mm) PERFORATED CLOSURE 54% NFA
12 IN² / LF NFA (2" (51 mm) DIMENSION)
18 IN² / LF NFA (3" (76 mm) DIMENSION)

"W" DIMENSION:

☐ 2" (51 mm) 12 IN² / LF NFA
☐ 3" (76 mm) 18 IN² / LF NFA

PERFORATED CLOSURE:

☐ 24 Ga. (.65 mm) Bone White
☐ 24 Ga. (.65 mm) Dark Bronze

QUANTITIES:

_______ Lineal Feet 12'-0" (3.65 m) Lengths
_______ Outside 90° Miter Insert(s)
_______ Endcap Plug(s) (Color to Match Perforated Closure)

ECO-PERF EAVE VENT IS TO BE INSTALLED PER SPECIFICATIONS AND PETERSEN ALUMINUM'S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
DWG #41127-14980

Fabrication will proceed only after receipt of signed print approval.

Print Approval:
Architect and/or contractor shall verify all dimensions, sizes and quantities. All products to be installed in strict accordance with Petersen Aluminum's printed instructions.

Approved by: ____________________________
Date: ________________________________
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